
The dilemma of becoming a mother
DOES THE CHOICE COME FROM OUTSIDE OR FROM WITHIN?

There is a strong belief within society and amongst women that we need to become a 
mother to be fulfilled in life and to feel fulfilled within ourselves by motherhood. It seems 
that as women we always have to prove ourselves and be more than what we already are: 
when we are not a mother, we need to at least have a successful career. When we are a 
mother, we have to be a good mother and make sure we have everything under control.

Could it be that we forget that becoming a mother is our own choice that comes from with- 
in and regardless if we are able to have or want children or not, we are all equal in what we 
bring and in our qualities? The pressure we put on ourselves and the pressure that comes 
from society is strong and can be quite demanding. This can result in that we do not honour 
what feels true for ourselves.
During this interactive evening Orna Donath (Israël) and Mariette Reineke open the con-
versation about the dilemma that many women from all backgrounds face when choosing 
to become a mother or not.

ORNA DONATH 
Researcher, Lecturer and Social Activist. 
Author of the book “Regretting Motherhood“. 

“I don‘t want to be a mother. I understand 
why so many women want to be mothers and 
I stand by them. I deeply believe that women 
from all social groups must have the right to be 
the owners of their bodies, emotions, thoughts 
and decisions.“

MARIETTE REINEKE
Journalist, Blogger and Lifestyle Coach.

“I wanted to become a mother, but I didn’t. It 
gave me the opportunity to build a relationship 
with myself and to experience that everything 
I need, is already inside of me. My worth does 
not depend on the roles I have, like being a 
mother, nor on what I do, but on who I am as 
a woman.”

Datum: donderdag 2 november 2017 | Tijd: inloop 19.00 – 19.30, start 19.30, einde 21.30 | Locatie: MFC 
Binnenhof, A.J. Ernststraat 112 Amsterdam (tegenover Gelderlandplein) | Prijs: 30 euro / 20 euro voor studenten 
incl. BTW | Aanmelden: (verplicht): info@evolveevents.nl | Meer informatie:      facebook
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